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GEORGIAN AVIATION
D A V I D S Y N N O T T

ONE hundred and twenty years before the Wright
brothers achieved the first flight in a heavier-than-
air machine, the French had enclosed a cloud in a
bag and so risen to "bestride the lazy-pacing clouds
and sail upon the bosom of the air."

From 1783 when the brothers Stephen and Joseph
Montgolfier made the first experiments with small
paper bags held over a fire, it was only two years
before ballooning had spread through Europe.

In June 1783 the first hot-air balloon ascended in
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pub'.ic and news of its success quickly reached Paris
where Professor Charles set about designing a better
balloon to be lifted by hydrogen. That August the first
"Charliere", for so this type of balloon was called,
was set free from Paris. Forty-five minutes later
it landed in a field five miles away, and greatly per-
plexed the villagers of Gonesse, who decided it was
evil; so they set upon it with pitchforks and tied the
dead remains to the tail of a horse.

Less than three months later Pilatre de Rozier
and the Marquis d'Arlandes became the first men
to travel by air. The Montgolfiere (hot air balloon)
behaved in exemplary fashion and the heroes des-
cended safely after a journey of five and a half miles.

On 15th September 1784 Vincent Lunardi, sec-
retary to the Neapolitan Embassy in London, made
the first balloon journey in Britain. He made his will,
bade farewell to his friends and drifted twenty four
miles across London, accompanied by a pigeon
(which escaped) cat, a dog, some wine and a consi-
derable amount of food which became inedible as it
got mixed with rhe sand ballast.

By this time Montgolfieres were already dying out
and ballooning was becoming an art. To ascend, one
threw out ballast and to come down again gas was
permitted to escape through a valve at the crown of
the balloon.

A Frenchman named Blanchard determined to fly
the Channel and thus become the first person to
cross the seas by air. He persuaded an American,
Dr. Jeffries, to finance the flight and then did his
utmost to prevent the Doctor accompanying him even



to wearing a lead-lined belt, saying that the balloon
would not lift them both. Finally, on the 7th January
1785, the two took off from Dover and all went well
until they were approaching the French coast when
they got into a fast downward run. All the ballast
was thrown out, followed by flags, anchors, oars,
rudder, and a hand operated propellor (the latter
three quite useless). As they continued down, letters
apples, biscuits, brandy and the aeronauts' jackets
went overboard and finally Blanchard made the
supreme sacrifice and threw out his trousers.

Richard Crosbie was the first person to try bal-
looning in Ireland. Twelve days after the first flight
of the Channel he took off from Ranelagh in the
view of 40,000 Dubliners. Owing to the rain the
flight was retarded by some hours.

Eventually "he mounted, awfully majestic, while
the air resounded to the shouts, the prayers, the ad-
miration of the delighted multitude. In three minutes
and a half an envious cloud secluded him from mor-
tal sight, and all was solemn silence, — fear for the
safety of the gallant youth beat high in every breast
till in about twelve minutes he appeared descending
to the Northward." The balloon was painted with
the Arms of Ireland and Mr. Crosbie was dressed
somewhat startlingly in quilted satin breeches, Mor-
occo boots and a leopard-skin hat.

Crosbie decided to cross the Irish sea by balloon,
but before he could try, Dr. Potain, a Frenchman
resident in Dublin, had failed. On 16th June Dr.
Potain took off in sight of a vast crowd, But an hour
after his ascent, as he was drifting towards Powers-
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court, a wooden hoop around the balloon splintered
and punctured it. The balloon crashed and Dr. Potain
was thrown out but getting entangled in the ropes
he was dragged some way across the country before
he fell free. The balloon with its lightened load took
off again and landed in Wexford some days later.
In July Crosbie rose from Leinster House but end-
ed a cold and altogether unsatisfactory flight, in the
sea, from which he was rescued by a passing ship.
It was not until 1786 that he risked another ascent
and he took care not to go over the sea.

From 1785 to 1817 there were no more attempts
to cross the Irish sea by air. Finally James Sadler,
the first and one of the greatest of English aeronauts
ascended from Belvedere House, Drumcondra on
October 1st and thirty five minutes later caught sight
of the mountains of Wales. But when he was ap-
proaching Holyhead the wind changed and he was
driven back. Seeing five vessels beating down Chan-
nel, he came down into the sea but they took no
notice of him so he took off again. Eventually before
nightfall he caught sight of a fishing boat and came
down once more but was blown along by the wind
so that the fishermen could not catch him up. He
therefore let out all his gas and remained clinging to
the netting. They then refused to approach in case
they should get caught up in the ropes, and they only
rescued him when he was on the point of drowning.

In 1816 Mr. Sadler took a flight at Cork and
considered the view 'sublime in the extreme'. He
came down and greatly alarmed a farmer by the
name of Stodder. In July 1817 Wyndham Sadler,
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son ot the aeronaut, finally crossed by air from Ireland
to Wales. He rose from Portobello and flew gently
over to Holyhead where he landed safely after a jour-
ney of five and a half hours Such was the first flight
overseas from Ireland. After this there were no more
memorable balloon ascents in Ireland.

James Sadler retired and Wyndham was thrown
from his balloon and killed in 1824. Later in the
century balloons lost the gay colours which made
them so impressive and inventors set about design-
ing engines which would make them independent of
the wind. In the early makes, Empire and Regency
patterns were the height of beauty, they were fash-
ioned with tapering necks; most of them had simply
stripes, but a few had classical designs. Under Vic-
toria they did not become heavy, but simply lost all
design because it was cheaper to make a round bal-
loon of impaneled material. Finally in 1914 the sport
of free ballooning was practically killed by the war.



IRISH CRAFTSMEN IN
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AMERICA

E X T R A C T F R O M

The Maryland Journal and Baltimore Advertiser

1784

PAPER HANGING

Thomas Fletcher Dixon,
Paper Hanger and House-Painter, on Fell's-Point

begs leave to return his sincere thanks to his Friends
in particular, and the Public in general, for their kind
encouragement since his commencement in business,
and hopes by a constant and steady attention to business,
to merit the continuance of the same; he flatters him-
self that he can give general satisfaction to all who
may employ him, as he has, by several years exper-
ience in the best manufactories and in the best houses
in the kingdom of Ireland, acquired a competent know-
ledge of the above branches and of Paper- Hanging
particularly:

He also paints rooms on the wall in an elegant man-
ner, Verditure blue, Prussian blue, pea green, straw,
stone, slate cream, cloth, or fink colours.
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Any gentleman who may want a room papered, may
not fear of being detained from it longer than a day,
// the walls be good.

Those who choose to favour him with their commands
will be waited on immediately.

N.B. He will sell a lot in fee simple,...

A lad of 14 or 15 years of age is wanted as an apprentice.
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The Theme of Five

ULSTER GEORGIAN
D E N I S O * D . H A N N A

T H E question is often asked: is Georgian architec-
ture international or does it posess Regional expres-
sion? It is certainly part of a common Renaissance
language, but I believe in its most vital forms, pos-
esses a Provincial accent.

The great Manor houses of Ireland and England
were in some cases built by the same architect, and
it is natural to expect that there is little difference in
style. There is, however, a difference of scale between
London and Dublin, the latter city being somewhat
smaller; this has in many cases led to a refinement
of detail.

The street elevations of London were often raised
by a storey or two in the nineteenth century, des-
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troying their original proportion, whereas Dublin
has retained a relationship of height of building to
breadth of street, which gives this city a great
beauty of spacialism

In Ulster there is regional development in Geor-
gian, most noticeable in the case of the smaller home
of the squirearchy and large yeoman farmers, of
which this Province posesses many, having since
Plantation times a much more numerous middle class
than Southern Ireland. However, many of these smal-
ler manor houses and rectories possess great beauty,
such as Waringstown House, Springhill, Money-
more, Lissan Rectory (by John Nash) and others.
The beauty of the Yeoman type here is seen at its
best in Echo Hall, Beckett's House, in the heart of
the English Plantation of the Lagan Valley.

There are few towns in Ulster that do not posess
a considerable number of Georgian shop fronts and
fanlighted entrances, but often these are stripped of
good lead fan lights and other graces of Renaissance
days.

The Renaissance in Ulster never was so highly
devoloped as in and around Dublin, but in one re-
spect at least it stood on a firmer base. In Ulster
the landlord and his tenantry were the same race.
They both arrived together from England in the 17th
century. Too often in the South of Ireland the land-
ed classes from which the Georgian movement sprang,
were regarded as "aliens" - a great over simplifica-
tion but at least much more true of the South than
the North. The Plantation therefore gave Ulster a
greater Social stability, and incidentally, helped to
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lay the foundations of the Welfare State which
Northern Ireland enjoys to-day. "The Ulster Cus-
tom" gave greater security of tenure.

Irish Renaissance architecture posesses one inter-
esting peculiarity. Its exteriors are very similar to
those of England. They posess a decorous and acad-
emic beauty, coupled I feel with a rather regrettable
absence of Baroque. This results from the fact that
they sprang for the most part from Protestantism
rather than Roman Catholic influences but have
Rococo qualities conferred on them by their Italian
plasterers and craftsmen. It has led to a strange
difference between exterior and interior which is
not remarkable in other countries, and it has led to
a rather greater restraint in Irish architecture than
that country would naturally posess.

Since Ireland has been free to choose, the South
has become steadily more Continental and highly
imaginative in decor and colour. The North on the
other hand, is developing a very advanced form of
Welfare State which is calling attention to the great
Georgian houses and giving them a new prominence.
With modifications, ours is basically the British pat-
tern and way of life, but this difference is of much
greater antiquity than the Partition of Ireland.

In the Ulster Regional Development to which I
have referred as being most noticeable in the smal-
ler homes of the squirearchy and the houses of the
larger yeoman farmers, liberty is frequently taken
with the orders and classical mouldings. Quoin sto-
nes are a common feature; simple parapets usually
devoid of balustrading, but more often ordinary eaves
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coming down over a most attractive arrangement of
fenestration. Focal points are usually gained by fan-
lighted doors, perhaps a wider spacing round the
centre windows than the others, or a small pediment
breaking the line of the eaves and posessing a circular
window with lead light infilling, usually of a fan
pattern.

The Vernacular Georgian belongs to the cosy rose
garden behind Ulster gate pillers, like whitewashed
baby round towers. Often it has for its accompani-
ment, apple and cherry blossom. But it is to the
grand manor that the spacious parkland carpeted
with bluebells belongs, and Ulster has her share of
such mansions. It is rare for Ulster Manors to rise
to the "theme of five" as it is sometimes called, viz-
a central dominant theme, flanked by two foils, and
closed at the end with two minor dominants. This
occurs in Ulster only in the case of Castlecoole and
Florencecourt. Mansions of the second order or
single block group are commonly found in this
Province. The theme of five is frequently worked
out within the framework of this block, but a less
palatial - like quality is produced than one finds in
Russborough or Castletown. At times the "theme of
seven" is even used in Southern Ireland. One man-
or of the single block type achieves a palatial quality;
Caledon, where the work of Thomas Cooley and later
John Nash, blend in magnificent proportion. Mount-
stewart and Baronscourt are very fine single block
manors, as well as Colebrook and the Primate's Palace
of Armagh, with its magnificent private chapel, de-
signed by Thomas Cooley and later re-decorated by
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Francis Johnston.
Few Ulster manors arc more attractive than the

Governor's residence at Hillsborough, with all the
qualities of a miniature palace, down to the Guard
Mounted before one of the loveliest wrought iron
gates in the country.

The Presbyterian Church in Ulster provides her
with a whole phase of Georgian Architecture foreign
to the rest of Ireland, and for that matter, to every
other country except possibly Scotland.

The study of the Renaissance meeting-house is a
subject in itself, springing from its simple Barn
Church source and ending in the glories of the church
architecture of the New England States. Across this
strange Regional pattern is shot the occasional Geor-
gian town and country church, and the many exam-
ples of "Strawberry Hill Gothic" in which Ulster
abounds, Gothic in their detail, yet Renaissance in
that they hanker after formality and order and are
dilettante humanism ratherthan mediaeval mysticism.

The church of Hillsborough, however, has its
ghosts of almost Gothic vintage, housed in its vaults
and in the serene silence of its nave and transepts.
Its Planters' Gothic foundation dating from the 17th
century, confers a quality upon it less rationalistic
than that of the Renaissance, and its coloured east
window by Sir Joshua Reynolds casts light as rich
and mysterious as a medieaval.

He who denies that Renaissance can speak with a
Regional accent should visit first Dublin and then
pay a visit to Ulster.
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